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Abstract: A drug e-prescription demonstrator was created in compliance with existing legislation as well as security and privacy standards. A professional ID-card was built on a high security chip (ISTEC E4 High; EAL-5) with a Hash hardware accelerator for a digital signature placed in a single chip USB token. Commercial software products as well as development kits of the new hardware designed in the project were used to build an authentication, authorisation and electronic signature demonstrator. The degree of legal compliance was evaluated. The tested novel single chip USB token was highly efficient but limited by its 1.1 interface speed (12 Mbit/s). The chip, initialised with a banking-mask, inefficiently managed space for the health-care chain of trust. The public key and privilege management infrastructure was not able to handle health-care attributes in the appropriate extensions. Templates for role-rule privileges were not available and healthcare standards for security and privacy were not found in commercial products. The paper points out the urgent need for an e-health conformance label as well as a quality label for liability and confidence to gain users’ trust.

1 Introduction

Commercial healthcare information systems (HC-IS) have a legal responsibility to protect the privacy and personal data of individuals in accordance with the European Convention on Human Rights (1963) (Article 8). Although the US Constitution does not mention the word ‘privacy’ or the phrase ‘protection of privacy’, both the European Union (EU) and the USA provide advanced legislation for private electronic data protection [1–3], which is sectored in the USA and global in Europe.

The EU directives are generic statements that are implemented at a country level [4, 5]. As a consequence, country laws have become technologically-driven with three levels of security established: low, medium and high with the latter typically for healthcare data. Hopefully, when all EU countries have achieved the necessary requisites, data exchange between entities will not require bilateral security agreements.

In contrast, the USA’s sectorised healthcare security laws have been compiled in the HIPAA act (health insurance portability and accountability act) [1, 2]. These guidelines remain neutral on recommendations, being very flexible and adaptable to numerous factors, including the size of an institution, degree of risk and environment. They cover aspects not regulated in the EU (i.e. standard §164.308(a)5 on security awareness and training for all members including managers; standard §164.308(a)1 on risk analysis and risk management and so on). This adaptability and flexibility makes security agreements necessary between entities for information exchange because each one could implement different norms.

The health sector is not always acquainted with the HC-IS software and hardware requirements necessary for compliance and few documents [6–9] and standardised norms [5, 10–12] have been published. Despite this, general norms can be applied; for example, ISO 17799 addresses security standards in the information security world [13, 14] and can be certified with a conformance label called Common Criteria ISO/IEC 15408:1999. Some health organisations use secure infrastructure for addressing the issue (directory services (DSs) based on X.500 and light-weight directory access protocol version 3 (LDAP v3)), while others use certificates, encryption and auditing technologies or hybrid systems that employ DS repositories to centralise the management of user identity and roles [15].

Commercial solutions suitable for accessing complex healthcare data are not easily found. They require a high degree of specialisation in trusted third party services (TTPSs) with 24-hour activity to authenticate, authorise, administer and audit any access or modification of health-related data. Although specified in the ISO/TC251-WG4-DTS 17090 norm [6], it is not possible to find specialised healthcare authorities to identify and electronically allocate licensing, permissions and roles or rules of health workers.

In the EU, the public key infrastructure (PKI) with national registered certification authorities (CAs) as well as independent data protection agencies are already in place. The national laws specify which sensitive data transmitted through public networks have to be ciphered and log-registration audited. Contrary to the health code-of-practice, in which liability is placed on the health-worker’s signature, the access/authorisation to carry out a medical act is founded by law merely on personal and univocal ID, and a digital signature is not mandatory.

As stated in the ISO/TC251-WG4-DTS 17090 norm, e-health should have a strong authentication with digital signatures involving credentials using cryptographic techniques with a level of security fixed by law [4, 5]. For PKI, there is an added problem since healthcare authorisation has a limited life-span and access that is based on the user role is very complex. A better solution could be authorisation based on attribute and access-role certificates linked to public key certificates (PKC), but issued by attribute...
authorities and role authorities (AA & RA) within a privilege management infrastructure (PMI) [6, 10, 11]. Private keys for digital signature (electronic ID) [16] should be kept in a highly secure support system or protected store. Smart cards, although widely used, are costly for healthcare since they require a reader at each terminal.

In the work presented here, an e-prescription system with an electronic signature held on a high security and versatile storage device is built and tested. Research was done at eight levels: (1) chip personalisation design, (2) healthcare trusted third party and (3) PKI. Healthcare record integration at the level of (4) authentication, (5) authorisation and (6) e-prescription design, and finally (7) digital signature management checked for (8) speed and functionality. This paper outlines a secure framework and discusses the difficulties involved in achieving legally-compliant high-level security and users’ trust because of the absence of entities providing quality and conformance labels.

2 Material and methods

2.1 Simulator

The system architecture is summarised in Fig. 1. The hardware and software components are listed below.

2.1.1 Chip: This was developed under the IST-1999-20323 Smart-USB project, EC 5th framework in a single chip USB token.

Electronics: The USBsec™ microcontroller fulfils the highest security level on USB devices (Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria (ISTEC) E4 High; ISO/IEC 15408 evaluation assurance level (EAL) 5). The SLE66CUx640P Infineon Technology® chip has a 16 bit CPU, 64 kbytes of ROM and 256 bytes of IRAM with an EEPROM of 32 kbytes. It has an advanced crypto-processor of 1100 bits and 700 bytes of crypto-RAM allowing for streaming cryptography data rates at USB v1.1 speeds. It has a hardware Hash accelerator for the digital signature, compliant with SHA-1 and MD5 that process at a higher speed than the 12 Mbit/s supported by the USB 1.1. It stores private keys and certificates for electronic transactions and carries data encryption.

Operating System: The chip has a TCOS 2.0 operative system (T-TeleSec® Chipcard operating system). Faktum® provides drivers (CT-API) to install a plug-and-play token under W2000 for prototyping.

Initialisation: Faktum® initialises the chip with a modified ISO 7816-4 file structure from T-TeleSec Crypto Nektok 2000™ (NTKS V2.0) (Fig. 2) common to a home banking computer interface (HBCI) application. We determined the space used by the operating system and initialisation mask.

Personalisation: We chose a SafeLayer® KeyOne™ CA application to build a TTP-PKI certificate server able to personalise the chip as a professional health card. We built a subordinate certificate and a registration authority to release user key pairs (public and private keys) and to place physician licensing and specialisation information in the certificates. The physician/supervisor role was placed in the PKC (see Section 3.2.1). We developed a Visual Basic program using Faktum Cryptoseal™-OCX and investigated possible solutions for chip personalisation.

2.1.2 Software: We programmed a Visual Basic v.6.0 application that interacted with the existing EHR distributed database. The functions that were built to handle e-prescription included:

Authentication (of user identity-ID) and Authorisation (of roles to access data): We used Faktum Cryptoseal-OCX to manage certificates and electronic signatures inside of the token chip.

Filling up the prescription: Designed to mimic Spanish paper prescription format and to interact with the National Drug Database integrated in the Electronic Health Record (EHR).

Signature and Storage: This was designed to interact with the existing EHR database.

3 Results

3.1 Research on the medical board simulator

3.1.1 Healthcare PKI/PMI: The CA built with SafeLayer® KeyOne™ CA application delivered a PKC
and key pairs. Key pairs were provided as 2 kb PKCS#12 files (public and private software keys) to be imported thereafter into the token chip or PKCS#11 files with key pairs generated inside the chip. Cross-institution/cross-border acceptance policy was included. According to Spanish and EU laws [X.509 public key certificates], PKCs were used as unique identifiers for authentication purposes.

Neither attribute certificate nor access-role certificate templates were available for data access authorisation. Roles, in the form of attributes, were included in PKC extensions (i.e. subject directory attributes), and rules were not considered.

An ad hoc certificate revocation list (CRL) was built and uploaded every two hours to a local server for certificate validation purposes.

3.1.2 Chip personalisation: The token was delivered initialised with two non-personalised certificates and a PIN-based access. Our application was designed to simulate a health PKI.

The private key for signing and imported it together with the public certificate into the chip. Since the application was based on Faktum OCX (software development kit (SDK)), only PKCS#12 files could be handled (PKCS#11 generates key pairs inside of the chip, being the only one recognised by law. Faktum-OCX did not provide functions to manage PKCS#11 in the IST-1999-20323 Smart-USB project).

Upward chain of confidence for standard compliance. The chip initialisation process was tested for space to store the whole chain of trust. The operating system and the initialisation mask occupy the ROM and part of the EEPROM. It could only provide enough space for one PKC with a private key and, therefore, the chain of trust could not be incorporated.

3.1.3 Healthcare TTP: Following TC251-WG4-DTS 17090 standard. The commercial solutions that we found and tested showed a very limited or non-existent level of compliance with standards. Specifically: (a) Neither attribute nor role certificate templates were available in any application on the market. (b) The limited chip space left did not allow the storing of device-PKC or the chain of trust. (c) The lack of security because of these limitations made the application and device-PKC unrealistic. Therefore, the functions of the newly built and tested healthcare specialised TTP were limited.

The research on commercial applications, programming and integration of the existing solutions to create a TTP structure required months. Testing was performed in three months.

3.2 Research on the HC-IS management demonstrator

The work included design, implementation and testing for EHR interactions and legal requirements with respect to authentication-authorisation-signature-storage-auditing.

3.2.1 Integrated EHR application: Authentication: The application was built for strong user-authentication. It sent a random number signed with the private key inside the token. The returned Hash was compared with that obtained with the physician's public key. The application before/after assuring user-ID accessed the local updated CRL to check certificate validity.

Authorisation: The application was built to determine whether or not the user (the UI of the token) was authorised to release/supervise the prescription by reading the role PKC attribute extension. Since the Faktum-OCX did not read the Subject Directory Attributes, the information
(as to whether a physician was able to prescribe or a supervisor was able to countersign) had to be placed in an unsuitable field (i.e. the SubjectName-Title). After the user role was recognised, the user certificate validity was checked.

**Signature:** Upon filling the prescription, the application allowed the physician/supervisor to sign it. By clicking on the signing icon, role and PKC validity were checked. This was followed by a confirmation step, required by law, which carried out a physician’s re-authentication and re-authorisation in a user-transparent manner.

**Storage:** For legal purposes, the application stored the signed e-prescription in the general health-care database together with the physician’s public certificate and the chain of trust.

### 3.2.2 Demonstrator

The trial was built following the architecture summarised in Fig. 1. The demonstrator was successfully implemented with the above-listed restrictions. The application could not be used for real e-prescription, because of the compulsory Spanish laws on data protection [4] and digital signature outlined in this framework could not be implemented with the currently existing solutions. Among the other limitations, there were no recognised certification, registration and role authorities able to certify physician licensing, roles and rules.

**Prescription filling:** We designed a display that mimics the Spanish paper prescription format (Fig. 3) and allows the selection of medication from the electronic National Drug Database integrated in the EHR. The application imported into the e-prescription patient unique identifiers (PUIs) from the EHR data-base and the physician’s administrative data such as medical board number from the certificate-ID stored in the USB-token.

**Signature and storage:** By clicking on the signature-icon, the application electronically signed the e-prescription. The software stored into the EHR database the prescription together with the physician’s public certificate and the chain of trust linked to it. A second icon was built to allow supervisors to review the prescription and counter-sign it, while the application checked for message integrity and carried out the physician’s signature validation. The latter was done by checking certificate validity backwards against local CRL and viewing the validity of the chain of trust at the exact time of the signature.

### 3.2.3 Speed and functionality

The single-chip USB-token did not require specific readers and was easily transported to several computers facilitating multiple access. The application read the token in a transparent manner at least three times (start/data access/sign) in the same session. Data transfer achieved 12 Mbit/s, the maximum rate for full-speed USB 1.1 interfaces.

E-prescription was performed and stored unencrypted as part of the EHR inside a highly secure healthcare virtual private network (HC-VPN).

### 4 Discussion

The present e-prescription demonstrator is an example of HC-IS where patient privacy and safety are essential premises. The demonstrator faces problems of security and future global data exchange, with respect to EU, Spanish and USA laws. It covers healthcare worker identity standards for cross-border recognition, as well as role certificate creation, delivery and use. The existing barriers enhance the relevance of a nation-based quality label to protect user liability. This label is to assure users and customers that compulsory high security requisites are fulfilled by the commercial solutions when applied to HC-IS. As we have demonstrated, one such commercial solution is the plug-and-play professional card using a versatile device able to carry a healthcare worker’s identity and private key, together with attributes or role certificates and the chain of trust. Another solution involves CAs, to provide cross-border/time persistent, legally compliant health workers’ digital ID.

The suitability of highly-secure single-chip USB-tokens to carry private key and certificates has been proved. As for less secure two-chip tokens available on the market, the existence of USB ports in all computers reduces costs and eliminates...
the need for a card reader. Being ‘plug-and-play’, the authenti-
cication/authorisation/certificate checks are facilitated. Its
ability to incorporate biometric sensors such as finger-prints
in the token-cover is an added value when accessing chip
information. Its high-speed hardware performance is only
constrained by the maximum speed of the USB port, nowa-
days a high-speed version 2.0 of 480 Mbit/s, whose real
data throughput rate is around 60%.

In Spain as well as other EU countries [5], medical boards
have started to implement physician ID-cards (PKI) in
conjunction with bank applications on multipurpose smart
cards. As we have demonstrated, chip initialisation based
on the banking standard did not optimise chip space,
although the currently marketed chip has improved the
ROM by up to 128 kbyte and EEPROM to 64 kbyte. Chip
initialisation requires a structure that optimises memory
space for the healthcare certificate hierarchy tree on which
to base the chain of trust, plus numerous attribute-role
certificates.

Average PKI services address many compulsory security
standards [12, 17–21]. Nevertheless, Health-care PKIs
(HC-PKI) face additional requirements. These include a
high level of assurance-availability-trust, Internet compat-
ibility and evaluation/comparison of certificate policies
[6, 22] for the trans-border activities required in federation-
based countries (i.e. USA) or nation-based unions (i.e. EU).
The ISO/TC-251-WG4 standardisation group has worked
extensively on these specifications, but ready-to-use com-
mercial solutions [17, 20, 22] are not compliant as we
have demonstrated in this study. National authorities are
not competent to handle medical specialist certificates or
workers’ role allocation. Existing ID-certificates do not
have available extensions for physician qualifications and
primary roles. No registered attribute certificates or
authorities are currently available. No registration
authorities are able to confirm qualifications and primary
roles of health workers. It seems clear that trust authorities
in healthcare should be closed to hospital institutions
(for access-role) and to license-registry medical boards
(for primary roles) or even located in specific health trans-
action centres [22] to concentrate specialised healthcare
TTPs.

Healthcare electronic data also require time-persistence,
since past CRL cannot be checked. For that reason, in any
electronic transaction related to a medical act, the worker
ID (PKC, attribute or role certificate together with the
chain of trust and its validity at the time) should be stored
time-stamped (a feature not implemented in our demonstra-
tor). Furthermore, health workers role complexity and
short-life of roles compared to average PKC validity
(i.e. four years in Spain), demand healthcare specialised
attribute authorities to deliver attribute certificates.

Data availability 24 hours a day in healthcare is essential
[18]. Stored data cannot be encrypted for a specific user
(when a message is encrypted, only the recipient can read
it because it is encrypted with his/her public key) and
data transactions require highly secure virtual private
networks where data are transmitted in an encrypted form.
In this context, ID and role access controls ensure
privacy, while digital signatures with qualified certificates
(QC) verify origin linked to liability (qualified certificates
are engineered to identify a person using a high level of
assurance in digital signature services for legal
recognition, but are difficult to find). Access with a single
sign on (SSO) technique that avoids re-authenticating
while navigating is, with the exception of devices and
applications permanently working, limited in healthcare.

Namely:

(a) Automatic logoff is essential.
(b) Clinical data modifications require digital signature and
time-stamping to assure no refutation, integrity and
accountability. By law, digital signature permission
requires: confirmation, ID and role recognition as well as
a valid chain of trust at the moment of signing.
(c) To access a specific information level, role checking is
demanded (i.e. level of data access is different for
physicians or nurses and may change depending on
whether they are on duty or not). Any solution must
support the principle of the ‘least privilege’ by which a
user is allowed to log into a system with only those roles
appropriate for a given occasion, not with all possible
roles. For those reasons, SSO was not implemented.

In the flexible and sectored approach of the USA, the
electronic healthcare security standard (§164.312(a) 1
access control standard) by-passes the problem by not
mentioning terms such as ‘role-based-access control’ or
‘rule-based-access control’ and so on; this gives a wider
scope and allows any appropriate mechanism. In the EU,
models based on hybrid access assume that workers
belong to one or several entities (users, roles, permission,
teams, contexts and collection of sessions) [11, 23].

It is well known that healthcare software is not subject to
the quality control of the medical devices ISO 13485:2003
norm. This represents a risk, even if the software is vali-
dated before any clinical use according to ‘good automated
manufacturing practice’ guidelines 0. That validation is
mainly focused on patients’ and users’ health risks and
not on standard and/or legal compliance. As demonstrated
in this paper, legal compliance with country privacy and
security laws is not always apparent in software
applications. It is therefore recommended for commercial
solutions to carry ‘quality labels’, preferably certified by
government agencies (competent in healthcare), to assure
they ‘do what they claim’ on legal compliance (i.e. assure
standardised extensions of the PKC for healthcare, check
certificate validity, check identity and roles in every signa-
ture, upgrade CRLs regularly, and so on). Similarly, the
‘conformance labels’ for international standards are
relevant even in non-technologically-driven legislation
(i.e. USA) if they want to achieve cross-border validation
and functionality.

Security issues are essential in medical practice [25, 26].
Unfortunately, faculties of medicine do not offer this
training to general practitioners. In our opinion a minimum
level of proficiency in this field should be demanded to
gain users’ trust.
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